Abstract: In Vietnam, government policies have led to improvements in the national forest cover and poverty situation. However, numerous recent case studies in the Vietnamese highland found that socio-ecological dynamics were highly complex on a local scale, resulting in unintended policy impacts and varying policy success among regions. While such complexity has become apparent, it has been difficult to understand and compare between regions, as assessment methods and targeted aspects of socio-ecological dynamics differed between case studies. In this review, complex socio-ecological dynamics in Hong Ha Commune in Thua Thien Hue Province were identified in published case studies and organized into complexity features based on the coupled human and natural systems (CHANS) framework, to make information more accessible and comparable under the widely applied framework. All complexity features of CHANS systems were identified in the reviewed literature, such as feedback loops (between illegal forest use and flood damage), heterogeneity (in incomes between Kinh people and ethnic minorities), and telecoupling (of the local livelihood through tourism). Based on its applicability to Hong Ha Commune, the CHANS framework is suggested to be applied in other forested areas of the Vietnamese highland to understand and compare complex socio-ecological dynamics and evaluate policy impacts.
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1. Introduction

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development was unanimously endorsed by the international community in 2015 where it pledged to strive to realize a sustainable future by addressing the three dimensions economy, society, and the environment in a comprehensive manner [1]. In tropical and sub-tropical rural landscapes of developing countries, livelihood relies on forest utilization [2,3]. The majority of people living in or near forests in developing countries are poor [4,5]. Poor households, in particular, depend on physically accessible natural resources such as forests to cope with disaster-related income and subsistence losses [6]. At the same time, exploitation of forests in response to socio-economic pressures has been identified as a cause for rapid forest degradation in Southeast
Asia [7]. Due to these and other interlinkages between forests and livelihood, Sustainable Development Goal 15 of the 2030 Agenda has specifically targeted the halting of deforestation, the restoration of degraded forests, and the promotion of sustainable forest management [8].

Vietnam has received great attention for its achievements in reversing deforestation and alleviating poverty [9–11]. Vietnam’s forests had been severely damaged by the Vietnam War and, later, by mismanagement of state forest enterprises, infrastructure development, government resettlement programs, and shifting cultivation [11–13]. To protect existing forests and reforest bare land nationwide, the Vietnamese government implemented forest land allocation (FLA) policies. With the Program 327 (1992), the Forest Protection and Development Law (1991), and the Land Law (1993), all Vietnamese forest was categorized and, henceforth, managed by government bodies or state organizations for either conservation (special-use and protection forest) or commercial wood production (production forest) [11]. In the long-term, part of the forest was to be allocated to communes and households, to encourage forest safeguarding and management for profits [11]. At the same time, poverty alleviation policies, such as Program 135 (1998) [14,15], provided investments to infrastructure, improvement of agricultural production, and social services [16]. Since 1990, the national forest cover in Vietnam increased from 27% [17] to nearly 42% in 2018 [18]. At the same time, the national poverty rate decreased from 37.4% in 1998 to 5.8% in 2016 [19]. These nationwide numbers indicate that government action had led to effective improvements in the forest cover and the poverty situation in Vietnam.

On a local scale, however, case studies revealed varying policy success among highland communes. Some case studies reported overall positive effects on forest resources and livelihoods [20,21]. Other case studies, however, reported continued degradation and deforestation of natural forests following the implementation of FLA policies, while only commercial tree plantations increased in area [10,22–24]. Furthermore, improvements in the local livelihood were reported to be either small [23] or disproportionally larger for some population groups compared to others, such as for Kinh people, the ethnic majority in Vietnam, compared to ethnic minority members [10,25]. Such varying policy success among highland communes was often the result of complex socio-ecological dynamics. For instance, feedbacks between flood damage, food insecurity, and illegal forest use promoted forest degradation [23]; the heterogeneity in slopes and elevations across the hilly landscape of the Vietnamese highland affected land use decisions [20,25]; or the improvement in livelihood of population groups was coupled to their access to markets for wood or agricultural products [10,20,25]. While great efforts have been made to identify these complex socio-ecological dynamics, case studies varied widely in their assessment methods and could only address certain aspects of socio-ecological dynamics in a local context. In line with previous calls [26,27], a common framework to organize and analyze the findings from various case studies is needed, in order to effectively address and understand the complex socio-ecological dynamics in highland communes of Vietnam.

One framework to grasp the dynamics in complex human and natural systems is the coupled human and natural systems (CHANS) framework rooted in political science and natural resource management. The CHANS framework is integrative and inter/trans-disciplinary across the social and natural sciences and facilitates understanding of spatial, temporal, and organizational, interactions between humans and the natural environment [28,29]. The CHANS framework can be used to organize complex socio-ecological dynamics in a local context within so-called complexity features: reciprocal interactions and feedback loops; non-linear relations and thresholds; surprises; heterogeneity; telecoupling; vulnerability; and time lags and legacy effects [29,30]. Such organization has functioned as an effective tool to reveal the impacts of land use policies in China and Nepal [29] and made knowledge on socio-ecological dynamics more accessible and comparable between regions despite great differences in local contexts, such as the economic development status or the type of natural resources [30]. The application of the CHANS framework has, therefore, the potential to support the search for more effective policies for forest management and restoration in Southeast Asia. In communes of the forested highland of Vietnam, however, the analysis of complexity features with the CHANS framework has not been applied, yet.
In this review, we aim to reveal the impact of the Vietnamese FLA policies on socio-ecological dynamics in the local context of a forested highland commune. For this, the CHANS framework was used to identify and organize complex socio-ecological dynamics in published literature on Hong Ha Commune in Thua Thien Hue Province. It was hypothesized that the outcomes of the FLA policies in the local context were more complex and varied than suggested by simple nationally applied indicators such as forest cover and poverty rate. With this study, we attempt to show how the outcomes of Vietnamese land use policies may be comprehensively understood and how gained knowledge may be made more accessible and comparable between regions across Southeast Asia, in order to support the search for more effective policies for forest management and restoration. Hong Ha Commune was chosen as a study site, as (1) the commune participated in all major policy programs by the Vietnamese government related to forest protection and restoration, agricultural development, and poverty alleviation in recent decades as well as numerous non-governmental development projects [31,32]; (2) the impacts of FLA policies were significant, as nearly the entire commune area was declared protected forest land due to the commune’s key location in the upstream area of the densely populated Hue City and the surrounding agricultural plain [33,34]; and (3) various aspects of the commune’s livelihood and land use following the implementation of national policies were independently studied by various research groups in different scientific disciplines, which resulted in a high number of qualitative and quantitative case studies that could be comprehensively analyzed through the CHANS framework.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Hong Ha Commune of A Luoi District comprises an area of 14,047 ha in the highland of Thua Thien Hue Province, North Central Vietnam [35]. The commune area is part of the forested watershed of the Bo River, which represents an important freshwater resource of the more densely populated coastal region of Thua Thien Hue Province (Figure 1). The local climate is a hot and humid tropical monsoon climate with about 3500 mm annual precipitation. The rainy season lasts from September to December with frequent typhoons in October and November [36]. The natural vegetation in the study area is tropical moist forest [33]. The commune area is part of the ecoregions Northern Vietnam Coastal Moist Forests and the Annamite Range Moist Forests [33,37,38]. Local natural and semi-natural forests, consisting of primary forests with medium disturbances and secondary forests in mature states, have a continuous canopy layer at a height of 20 to 30 m. The forests are a significant biodiversity hotspot [33]. In 2005, 104 tree species in 43 plant families were recorded [34]. Dominant tree species are evergreen broad-leaf trees of the plant families Fagaceae (Quercus platycalyx, Lithocarpus dicampii, Castanopsis indica, Quercus myrsinacfolia), Magnoliaceae (Michelia balansae, Michelia mediocris), Lauraceae (Cinnamomum tonkinense), Myrtaceae (Syzygium zeylanicum), Annonaceae (Polyalthia nemoralis), and Malvaceae (Scaphium macropodium) [33]. Furthermore, the forests are providing habitat to rare and endangered tree species valued for their timber such as Erythrophloeum fordii, Sindora tonokinensis, and Hopea pierrei [31,34] as well as 32 species of mammals and 51 species of birds [39]. Rare fauna includes endangered gibbon species (Nomascus sp.) and the critically endangered saola (Pseudoryx nghetinhensis, a forest-dwelling bovine [31,40,41].
Hong Ha received its status as a commune of A Luoi District after the Vietnam War ended in 1975 [31]. Through national resettlement policies, the population grew significantly from 300 in 1975 to 675 in 1985 and 1100 in 1998 [31]. In 2017, Hong Ha had a population of 1632 people in 416 households distributed over five villages [44]. More than 90% of the population belong to ethnic minorities, the Katu, Ta Oi, Pahy, Paco, and Bru-Van Kieu, which had originally been resettled to the commune from surrounding highland areas to encourage a sedentary livelihood. Less than 10% of the population are Kinh, the ethnic majority in Vietnam, which had mostly migrated to the commune from urban areas in the lowland [32,45].

Traditional livelihood of ethnic minorities in Hong Ha depended on forest utilization. Locals conducted shifting cultivation: forest patches were slashed and burned to cultivate crops for 2–4 years, before letting the forest regenerate for 15 years [46]. Additionally, fuel and construction wood as well as various non-timber forest products such as rattan, fruits, or herbs were extracted [31,34]. However, during the Vietnam War until 1975 significant portions of the commune’s forests were destructed by chemical defoliants and bombs [31]. Following the in-migration and growth of the commune population after 1975, forest utilization had increasingly negative effects on the coverage and quality of the already damaged commune forests [31]. Data on the commune’s forest cover before 1991 is unavailable and even for the early 1990 published data remains scarce and inconsistent. Nevertheless, interviews with locals indicated that, in 1945, almost all of the commune area had been covered with natural forest [31]. Depending on the source, the commune area’s forest cover in the early 1990s was between 69%, estimated for 1991 [34], and 56%, estimated for 1992 [31].

Under the FLA policies by the Vietnamese government intended to protect existing forests and reforest bare land nationwide, the control over all of Hong Ha’s forest was transferred to the Bo River Water Management Board of the province’s Department of Agriculture and Rural Development in...
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1991 [34,47,48]. Hillside land was claimed for forest protection and afforestation, while land along the commune’s main road was claimed for plantation forestry, severely restricting the access to the forest by the local population. By 2007, only about 16% of the claimed area had been allocated to the commune [34]. Applications by households for forest land were usually unsuccessful or took years to be processed [32]. Through the FLA policies, the commune’s forest cover increased significantly to 86% in 2007 [34]. For 2017, a forest cover of 78% was reported [44].

Hong Ha has been one of the poorest communes in A Luoi District [49,50]. In 1999, ca. 60% of the population was poor [15]. Household surveys in 1998 and 2000 showed that the lower the income level of a household the higher its relative income is derived from forest resources [31]. To provide the local population with means of livelihood other than the traditional extraction of forest products, households in Hong Ha received payments for planting trees on claimed forest land as well as loans and subsidies to establish forest plantations, mainly *Acacia* trees, along the main road [32,46,51]. Furthermore, households were allocated agricultural land along the river and supplied with agrochemicals and training for livestock and crop production [31,47]. Campaigns for planting crops such as sugarcane, cinnamon, pepper, or pineapple were conducted [46]. Finally, infrastructure, such as roads and irrigation systems, was upgraded as part of the nationwide poverty alleviation plan “Program 135” implemented from 1998 [14,15]. While clear attribution of the program remains unestablished, the poverty rate in the commune population was decreased to 47% in 2004 [15]. In 2017, 30% of households were reported to be poor, indicating an even lower poverty rate in the population [44].

2.2. The CHANS Framework

Considering data on the forest cover and poverty rate alone, government policies led to an effective change in resource use in Hong Ha Commune while supporting the livelihood of the local population. However, socio-ecological systems are usually complex webs of interactions [29,30,52], which demand a conceptual framework rather than simple indicators such as forest cover and poverty rate for better understanding. Among frameworks for the analysis of social-ecological systems, several types were identified that differ in the extent to which they describe different components of socio-ecological systems [52]. While “ecocentric frameworks”, for instance, give a better account of the ecological component of a socio-ecological system with focus on energy flows and services of natural ecosystems, “integrative frameworks” tend to give a better account of the structure of and feedbacks within the social component [52]. The applied framework type varies depending on the purpose of a study [52]. “Integrative frameworks” were specifically recommended to study complex socio-ecological issues related to the natural resource utilization in rural communities and how such utilization can be made more sustainable [52]. In this study, the coupled human and natural systems (CHANS) framework, an integrative framework [28,53] (Figure 2), was chosen to better capture the complex social dynamics in Hong Ha Commune in response to national land use policies. In contrast to other “integrative frameworks”, the CHANS framework has the advantage that it explicitly specifies the interactions between multiple socio-ecological systems through telecoupling [28], which appeared useful for Vietnamese highland communes, which closely interact with other regions through migration, tourism, or trade.
Using the keywords “Hong Ha Commune”, “Hong Ha A Luoi”, “Hong Ha Thua Thien Hue”, which yielded ca. 14,000 hits in total. The first thousand hits of each search were scanned for literature that had not been published online had been attained by the authors due to past involvement in Hong Ha. From all literature, case studies in the form of peer-reviewed articles in scientific journals and conference proceedings (n = 18), book sections and reports from internationally recognized organizations (e.g., International Development Research Centre, Asian Disaster Preparedness Center; n = 15), and graduation theses from recognized university in international forums were included. Only a few additional resources using the keywords “Hong Ha Commune”, “Hong Ha A Luoi”, “Hong Ha Thua Thien Hue”, or the Bo River system in Hong Ha. Biotic components interact and rely on abiotic components for growth, survival, and reproduction [28]. In the human and the natural subsystem, interactions between components occur at the same or across different organizational levels [28] (Figure 2). Furthermore, interactions occur between multiple coupled systems in the form of, for instance, migration, tourism, and trade [28,54]. These interactions evolve over time and affect the socio-ecological dynamics within each of the interacting coupled systems, such as local income structures or forest compositions [28]. Socio-ecological dynamics within and between coupled systems are described by complexity features, i.e., (1) reciprocal interactions and feedback loops; (2) non-linear relations and thresholds; (3) surprises; (4) heterogeneity; (5) telecoupling; (6) vulnerability; and (7) time-lags and legacy effects [29,30,53]. In this study, these complexity features are used to analyze policy outcomes on socio-ecological dynamics in the local context of a forested highland commune in Vietnam.

2.3. Literature Review

For the literature review, Google scholar searches (https://scholar.google.com) were conducted using the keywords “Hong Ha Commune”, “Hong Ha A Luoi”, “Hong Ha Thua Thien Hue”, which yielded ca. 14,000 hits in total. The first thousand hits of each search were scanned for literature that focused on or specifically mentioned Hong Ha Commune. Additional searches in the academic databases AGRIS (https://agris.fao.org), JSTOR (https://www.jstor.org), and Web of Science (https://webofknowledge.com) did not yield additional literature. Only a few additional resources that had not been published online had been attained by the authors due to past involvement in research in Hong Ha. From all literature, case studies in the form of peer-reviewed articles in scientific journals and conference proceedings (n = 18), book sections and reports from internationally recognized
organizations (e.g., International Development Research Centre, Asian Disaster Preparedness Center; \( n = 15 \)), and graduation theses from recognized university in international academic rankings were selected (\( n = 5 \)). Additionally, satellite data was attained from two sources \([42,43]\). The scope of the conducted literature review had limitations. Firstly, only publications that were written in English or included an English summary were reviewed, as their content can be verified and further studied by the international scientific community. Reference lists in the reviewed literature, nevertheless, indicated that the vast majority of information on Hong Ha Commune has been published in English. Secondly, publications that did not specifically mention Hong Ha were excluded. This may have led to an underrepresentation of information gathered on broader scales, such as the assessments of ecosystem dynamics across eco-regions or province-wide population dynamics. In cases where commune-specific information was lacking, studies with broader regional scales were occasionally referenced, but related analyses are limited in depth.

All selected case studies were categorized by type (agent-based model analyses, qualitative descriptions, framework applications, natural resource assessments with and without GIS) and main theme (forests and agriculture, ethnic culture, livelihood and poverty, disaster vulnerability, tourism). Subsequently, paragraphs addressing the local forest’s structure and development, the population’s structure and development, the population’s dependency on forests, the population’s impact on forests, natural disasters, implemented government policies, non-governmental development projects, and migration were extracted and combined by topic to ease the recognition of relationships and dynamics covered by the CHANS framework and to cross-check information between publications. Among the selected 38 case studies, four ended up not being referenced in the article. Case studies not referenced are listed in the Supplementary Materials.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Reciprocal Interactions and Feedback Loops

In coupled systems, people and nature interact reciprocally. Thereby, feedback loops are generated \([29,30]\). In Hong Ha Commune, as explained earlier, forest utilization by the growing local population has caused decreases in the coverage and quality of commune forests after the Vietnam War \([31,32]\). As reported in previous studies, the resulting decrease in the forest cover has increased soil erosion and the frequency and intensity of landslides during floods, with severe negative effects on the local population \([15,49]\). During major floods in 1999 and in 2007, soil, sand, and gravel were deposited on much of the agricultural land near the river, making the land unusable for several months \([15,45,49]\). In 1999, all paddy land was covered with thick layers of sediments, ca. 13% of paddy land and 40% of dry land was lost, and 20% of growing cassava and 43% of growing sugarcane were destroyed \([15]\). Damage to the agricultural land, reciprocally, increased the dependency on forests by the local population, which seemingly enhanced illegal logging and clearance of forest for shifting cultivation: pressure on forests through illegal logging was reported to have increased after 1999 \([32,34]\). Therefore, flood damage to agricultural land and population pressure on forests may represent a positive feedback loop.

FLA policies have likely reinforced this positive feedback loop: by claiming all hillside land for forest protection and reforestation, agricultural land became limited to only 100–150 ha in the flood-prone river area \([31,48,49]\). Consequently, the vulnerability of the local livelihood to flood-related damages was increased. While the poverty rate in the commune has decreased between 1999 and 2017 \([15,44]\), high vulnerability to flood-related damages caused temporary poverty in the population: eight household faced poverty after the flood in 1999 had destroyed all their paddy land \([15]\). Furthermore, the number of households facing food insecurity in and around Hong Ha has remained high. After the flood in 1999, 79% of households had insufficient food \([15]\). In survey results published in 2014, 78% of households in Hong Ha (1999) and six other communes of A Luoi District had insufficient food \([55,56]\). Efforts by the commune to mitigate the unanticipated detrimental effects
of FLA policies in cooperation with district and provincial governments, such as proposals for the intercropping of trees and food crops on hillside land, have mostly been rejected [55]. Hence, locals have either ignored restrictions by the FLA policies and continued agriculture on hillside land—the enforcement degree of protection zones was estimated to be only 50% [47]—or established income sources other than agriculture such as the ecotourism program established in 2016 [57]. There are also a few locals who migrate to other areas for work [15]. Changes release pressure on the forest and are examples for a negative feedback loop.

3.2. Non-Linearity and Thresholds

In coupled human and natural systems, relationships are often non-linear [29,30]. A common way to quantitatively assess relationships in coupled systems is to apply multi-agent models, which simulate human and landscape agents, which interact with each other. Landscape agents represent spatial landscape units that host natural processes such as crop and forest growth [58–60].

In Hong Ha, the multi-agent model-based “Land Use Dynamic Simulator” (LUDAS) was applied to assess land use and land cover change based on field data from 2002 [33,47]. An important determinant of land use dynamics is crop yield and its influencing factors. In yield models for paddy land (paddy rice) and hillside crop land (upland rice, peppers, pineapple, cassava, etc.), crop yield was found to significantly positively respond to inputs of labor and agrochemicals. However, the response of crop yield, in line with the law of diminishing marginal returns [61], became smaller as inputs became larger (represented by a power function that concaves down: \( y = ax^b \) with \( a > 0 \) and \( 0 < b < 1 \)) [33]. The response of crop yield to agrochemical input was about 10 times smaller than the one to labor input, indicating that the level of agrochemical input in 2002 was already close to a saturation level. Accordingly, a LUDAS-based simulation of land use policy options for Hong Ha revealed that an increase in agrochemical supply would not significantly increase agricultural productivity or household incomes over a period of 20 years [47]. Hence, agrochemical supply by the government, while being an effective measure at current levels, bears little potential for further improvement in the agriculture-based livelihood in Hong Ha.

Furthermore, crop yield in hillside crop land and fruit tree land (banana, lemon, jackfruit trees, etc.) responded to the cropping year in a non-linear fashion, i.e., changes in the crop yields were most significant during initial cropping years (Figure 3). The strong initial decrease in crop yield on the hillside land is typical for shifting cultivation and in line with the practice of villagers to fallow hillside crop land after 2–4 years [33,46]. The strong initial increase in the crop yield from fruit tree land, on the contrary, highlights fruit tree cultivation as profitable land use option in the mid- and long-term. Commune leaders in Hong Ha have long realized the good long-term prospects that fruit tree land provides [55]. However, the agricultural land of the commune is too scarce for farmers to afford fruit tree production in addition to the production of annual crops [55]. When petitioning the province’s government to be allowed to intercrop fruit trees and annual crops, commune leaders have mostly been rejected [15,48,55]. Under current regulations, land may either be used for trees (forest land) or annual crops (agriculture land) [55].
Non-linearity in coupled systems often involves spatial or temporal thresholds at which states of system components abruptly change [29]. For instance, LUDAS-based estimates suggest that through labor constraints and physical inaccessibility, areas more than 2 km away from roads, and settlement areas, would be protected from forest cover loss if all forest protection policy were suspended [47]. Moreover, satellite image data [42] suggest that forest loss mostly occurs within close distance to the settlement area (Figure 4). Furthermore, thresholds were identified in forest regeneration after cultivated hillside land is fallowed. For forest to naturally regenerate, fallowed land needed to be within 20–30 m from a natural forest edge [33]. Otherwise, rapidly spreading Imperata grasses block natural regeneration for long periods of time. Within 20–30 m from a natural forest edge, fallowed land will recover in succession stages: grassland develops to shrubland in about 1–3 years; shrubland develops to young forest in about 7–9 years [33]. Thresholds such as the ones above call for a much more granular forest protection policy, which, instead of protecting all hillside land equally, allows for agricultural production in amounts tolerable to the natural environment. For such a policy, the existing system of government agencies to determine forest protection zones, which is solely based on environmental factors such as precipitation, slope, relative elevation, and soil physical conditions [47], must be complemented with knowledge of agricultural production, vegetation development, and their interaction. The integration of such knowledge would likely require a greater involvement of scientific tools, such as land use simulations and remote sensing, as well as an improved dialogue of government agencies with local ethnic minority farmers who have accumulated a significant amount of traditional knowledge on vegetation succession, soil fertility, and intercropping [31]. Allowing for agricultural production in amounts tolerable to the natural environment and involving local farmers into the development and implementation of forest protection policies would likely improve the local acceptance of such policies. A major problem of current forest protection policies is that their enforcement degree is low [47]. Commune and district governments have little power to stop illegal logging across the vast commune land [32,34]. Greater local acceptance of forest protection policies would likely reduce the need for the cost-intensive but ineffective monitoring of forests by local staff and enable a shift to a cheaper regular analysis of satellite data to identify remaining key areas of illegal logging.

Figure 3. Non-linear change of crop yield by cropping year estimated by Le [33], if all other influencing factors such as labor input remain the same. Areas around lines indicate the standard error of model estimates by Le [33]. Dots indicate the mean crop yield (±standard error) at the mean cropping year (±standard error) estimated by Le [33] for hillside crop land (n = 134) and fruit tree land (n = 47), respectively. Lines were drawn to go through the reported means. Yields of other crops than rice were converted to the one of rice by Le [33].
3.3. Surprises

If complex socio-ecological dynamics such as feedback loops are not understood, some dynamics within coupled systems may be surprising [29,30]. For instance, the quality of the forest cover in Hong Ha Commune decreased following the introduction of strict forest protection policies in 1991. Between 1991 and 2007, areas of poor natural forest increased, while areas of medium and rich natural forest decreased (Figure 5) [34]. While the area of plantation forest increased simultaneously (Figure 5), the establishment of forest plantations did not contribute to the loss in medium and rich forest, as all plantations were established on bare land in close proximity to the settlement [34]. Instead, the primary cause for the drop in forest quality was a conversion of rich and medium forest to poor forest through illegal logging [34] which could not be stopped due to a lack in the necessary personnel of local authorities [31,32]. As explained in Section 3.1, illegal logging is likely a feedback to the frequent flood damage to agricultural land. Accordingly, forest quality decreased more severely after ‘floods of the century’ in 1999 than before (Figure 5). Nevertheless, the establishment of forest plantations will likely put additional pressure on natural forests in the future. In 2007, only 990 ha of the former 3760 ha of bare land in 1991 were left [34]. Hence, further extension of plantation forestry would, at some point, require the replacement of natural forest. Recent satellite data shows a forest loss outside of the plantation area designated in 2007 (Figure 4), does, however, not reveal its causes. Natural forests have important ecosystem functions, such as the provision of food and fiber, the regulation of the water quality and run-off, the regulation of the climate by greenhouse gas sequestration and exchange of water and energy with the atmosphere, the provision of health services, the harboring of biodiversity, and replenishing of soils with nutrients [37,62]. The conversion of natural forests would alter these functions, leading to increased water run-off and flood severity, increased emission of greenhouse
gases to the atmosphere, degradation, and fragmentation of habitats, and soil nutrient loss through soil erosion [62]. In Hong Ha, forest conversion was, for instance, reported to have reduced the soil fertility remarkably [33]. Reforestation of formerly natural forest land with forest plantations is unable to sufficiently rehabilitate these important ecosystem functions of natural forests [37].

Another surprising change in Hong Ha is the decrease in the average household size from about six members in 1998 to four members in 2017 (Figure 6). A decreasing average household size is surprising, because larger households can invest more labor into crop production and the management of Acacia plantations, which is advantageous in both cases [32,33]. At the same time, larger households need to maintain less housing facilities and, hence, save valuable fuelwood and building materials [32]. One potential reason for the decrease in household size in Hong Ha is the bad implementation of land use laws. Land boundaries in the settlement area remain unclear and poorly enforced, which enables small households such as the ones of newly married couples to settle freely on new lands and establish new Acacia plantations [32]. Other potential reasons are a change in social norms, such as an increasing preference of young people to leave parental homes or an increasing acceptance of divorces, similar as in Wolong (China) [63], or the effects of the national two-child policy proclaimed in 1988 [64]. Nevertheless, an implementation of the two-child policy in Hong Ha was not mentioned in the reviewed literature and, hence, may have had little significance for commune households. Indeed, in the nearby Nam Dong District, the two-child policy was implemented as late as 2010 [65], indicating a lax implementation in the highland of Thua Thien Hue Province. Migration is another important factor for demographic change. In-migration, however, likely contributed little to the increase in the household number after 1999, as migration to Hong Ha was reported to have gradually decreased between the national resettlement policies in the 1970s and 2008 [32]. Furthermore, out-migration has likely contributed little to the decrease in the average household size from 1999. While out-migration, in the form of temporary labor migration is an important coping strategy after natural disasters in highland areas [66], field surveys in Hong Ha Commune between 2000 and 2004 indicated that few locals migrated for work to other areas after 1999 [15]. One potential reason for this may have been that households needed all available labor for food production [15]. For the protection of forest resources in Hong Ha household size matters, as smaller households have a larger resource demand per capita, leading to an overall larger impact of the total population on forests at the same population size. In coupled systems in Wolong (China) and Chitwan (Nepal), household proliferation was linked to environmental degradation, contributing to decreases in wildlife habitat [29].

Figure 5. Cover of different types of forest in % of the total area of Hong Ha Commune (14,047 ha) published by Hoang and An [34].
The significant amount of traditional knowledge on crop cultivation by local farmers of ethnic minorities has been reported in past studies [31]. In order to help farmers make better land use choices in the altered landscape, there have been considerable efforts by international organizations to develop and implement participatory farming approaches that merge traditional knowledge with modern farming techniques and new crops, such as the cassava project by the Nippon foundation or the vanilla project by Hue University and Kyoto University [14,69–73]. Recent expert surveys in 2017 and 2018 indicated that farming skills in Hong Ha have, indeed, surpassed the ones in many neighboring communes [74].

3.4. Heterogeneity

In coupled systems, socio-ecological dynamics vary spatially, temporally, and across population groups [29,30,33]. For instance, the hilly landscape of Hong Ha Commune shows high spatial heterogeneity in the slope gradient. Slope gradients vary from below 5° in the flat land around the river to up to 25° in steeply sloped hillside land [33]. LUDAS-based estimates suggest that a doubling in the slope gradient of hillside crop land, with all other factors unchanged, leads to a significant reduction in the crop yield by ca. 27%, due to higher soil erosion on steeper slopes [33]. The resulting variation in crop yield across the landscape was suggested to contribute to the uncertainty among hillside farmers over what crop yield they can expect and, thus, limit their learning behavior in regard to land use [67]. Instead of making land use choices based on foreseeable outcomes of land use choices, they were more likely to change their land use strategy based on their current economic condition and the behavior of other farmers [67], which complexifies the response of farmers to land use policies. The significant amount of traditional knowledge on crop cultivation local farmers of ethnic minorities have accumulated certainly supports their decision-making in land use [31]. In the traditional land use system, the suitability of land for crop cultivation is determined by various factors including the slope gradient [31]. Land with a high slope gradient is commonly avoided or only cultivated for a small number of years to limit the impact of soil erosion [31]. Nevertheless, the strict forest protection policies, the growing local population, and the establishment of plantation forests have severely reduced the amount of land available to each farmer for crop cultivation, which has forced farmers to reduce fallow periods and use otherwise unsuitable land [31–33,68]. This has reduced the farmers’ ability to apply their traditional knowledge and, instead, required the unfamiliar application of modern fertilizers, pesticides, and irrigation systems [31]. In order to help farmers make better land use choices in the altered landscape, there have been considerable efforts by international organizations to develop and implement participatory farming approaches that merge traditional knowledge with modern farming techniques and new crops, such as the cassava project by the Nippon foundation or the vanilla project by Hue University and Kyoto University [14,69–73]. Recent, expert surveys in 2017 and 2018 indicated that farming skills in Hong Ha have, indeed, surpassed the ones in many neighboring communes [74].

Furthermore, the impact by governmental development projects on the local population is spatially heterogeneous. When a large hydropower plant was built near the eastern commune border in 2010, the project occupied land belonging to inhabitants of the Arom village [32] and forced inhabitants of the Pa Rinh village to permanently move due to the flooding of their land [48]. Both of these villages, hence, faced severe restrictions in land access due to their location. A similar spatially heterogeneous
impact on the local livelihood through the development of a hydropower plant was reported in Binh Thanh Commune of Thua Thien Hue Province [75].

Temporal variation in human-nature interactions in Hong Ha has become apparent in surveys on household livelihoods. In surveys in 1998 and 2000, agriculture contributed 40–77% to the total economic output of Katu, Paco, Ta Oi, and Pahy households [31]. In 2008, after Acacia plantations had proliferated within the commune and timber market access had improved [32,34], more than 70% of the population were engaged in Acacia cultivation, while nearly 50% were assumed to derive their livelihood mainly from the production and sale of Acacia trees [32]. From 2016, a local ecotourism program became a new source of income. In 2017, locals that participated in running tourism facilities such as a traditional community house reportedly earned 520,000 VND per person and month between March to August (ca. 23 USD as of 2017) [44]. Such an income is close to the monthly income per person of rural households at the poverty line of 700,000 VND according to national wealth indicators [76]. The tourism program’s potential as an income source may, therefore, contribute to a shift from agriculture and forestry to service-related occupations, similar as in Wolong (China) and Chitwan (Nepal) [29]. This shift would severely affect the coupling of people and their natural environment in Hong Ha Commune.

Means of livelihood also vary across the population. While ethnic minorities dominate the local population, just under 10% of people are Kinh people, the ethnic majority in Vietnam [45]. Kinh people have mostly migrated to the commune from urban areas and are commonly involved in service and trade businesses [44,45]. In surveys in 1998 and 2000, service-related activities contributed 77–82% to the total economic output of Kinh households, while they contributed only 0–22% to households of ethnic minorities [31]. Hence, Kinh households have been less vulnerable to flood-related damages to agricultural land. Kinh households are involved in Acacia production and sales but often have advantages compared to ethnic minorities. It is not uncommon that they manage plantations of 5–6 ha, while ethnic minority households commonly manage only 1–2 ha [32]. Furthermore, Kinh households received 9–19% higher prices per ha of Acacia plantation in 2008 compared to ethnic minorities, which was partially due to better bargaining skills [32]. For the recent tourism program, available literature did not specify to which degree different ethnic groups participated and profited. However, the tourism concept focuses in a large part on the culture and traditions of ethnic minorities [44] and may, therefore, primarily involve and profit ethnic minority members.

3.5. Telecoupling

Coupled systems such as the one of Hong Ha are typically interconnected with other systems through socio-economic and environmental interactions over distances [54,77]. For instance, the watershed of the Bo River connects Hong Ha with the more densely populated lowland of Thua Thien Hue Province (Figure 1). During flood peak days between 1977 and 2005, more than 70% of the variance in flood levels in the province’s lowland could be explained by the variance in precipitation in A Luoi District, where Hong Ha is located [68]. The connection between highland precipitation and lowland flood levels has had major consequences for Hong Ha and other highland communes: flood prevention was a major incentive for implementing the nationwide FLA policies in 1991. The goal was to protect and increase the highland forest cover, in order to reduce water runoff to the lowland [47,48,68]. In a scoring system, watershed protection zones of several levels were defined in the highland based on precipitation, slope, relative elevation, and soil physical conditions [47]. Communes were not involved in this process: neither were elements such as people’s livelihood incorporated in the scoring system nor were locals consulted during the process of establishing this scoring system [47]. In Hong Ha, most of the area was declared a protection zone where logging, vegetation clearance, and agricultural production are prohibited [34,47]. Recently, however, it was argued that increased flood levels in the lowland of Thue Thien Hue Province have not been caused by forest degradation in its highland but rather by climate variability and effects on water runoff by newly built infrastructure like dykes, rail- and highways between the high- and lowland [68].
Furthermore, Hong Ha is connected to other, even more distant, systems by its growing tourism. The local ecotourism program has provided a significant new stream of income from outside the commune, as explained in Section 3.4. Additionally, tourism has created a large influx of mostly domestic visitors ranging from 10,000 to over 20,000 people during the tourist season between March and August [44,57]. These tourist numbers are about a magnitude higher than the local population [44], which has put pressure on the local infrastructure such as toilet and waste disposal facilities and caused occasional littering near natural sights [57]. Similarly, tourism has been regarded as a support for the local livelihood in Wolong (China) and Chitwan (Nepal) while bearing the risks to disturb protected wildlife areas and deplete natural resources [29].

Finally, Hong Ha is increasingly connected to national and international timber markets through the production and sale of *Acacia* trees. In 2008, more than 70% of the local population had become engaged in *Acacia* cultivation [32]. The export of wood products from Vietnam has been increasing, making Vietnam the largest exporter of wood products in Southeast Asia as of 2017 [78]. *Acacia* producers in Hong Ha are likely to profit from this development. They can treat their plantations as mid- to long-term assets and sell, when the market value of *Acacia* wood is high. The ability to profit from timber markets is, however, limited by the access to market information, the availability of financial capital to buffer the delay of income from produced wood, and the fairness of wood prices which are determined by middlemen from outside the commune. In 2008, local *Acacia* growers often did not have access to accurate and timely market information to anticipate market fluctuations and had limited capital to buffer income delays or losses [32]. Furthermore, middlemen varied their prices per ha of plantation from anywhere between 33,000,000 VND (1900 USD) to 52,000,000 VND (3000 USD) depending on the bargaining skills of the seller [32]. Nevertheless, the situation for *Acacia* producers may have improved since 2008, as recent expert surveys in 2017 and 2018 indicated a higher access to information by crop producers in Hong Ha compared to many neighboring communes [74]. Furthermore, crops such as *Acacia* were reported to be sold “quite easily” in Hong Ha [74], which may have improved the wood pricing by middlemen through greater competition among them.

### 3.6. Vulnerability

Coupled systems are vulnerable to harmful internal and external changes [29,30]. As outlined in Section 3.1, the key vulnerability in Hong Ha is the one to flood damage, which has caused long-lasting food insecurity in the commune. As apparent in the wide spread of *Imperata* grasses since the Vietnam War [31,34,49], Hong Ha is also vulnerable to invasive plant species which hinder the regeneration of the natural vegetation and increase the labor input necessary to keep crop land free from weeds [33]. Similarly, a coupled system in Chitwan (Nepal) has been vulnerable to invasive grass species, which suppress the growth of plants eaten by important tiger prey species [29]. The vulnerabilities to flood damage and invasive plant species in Hong Ha may likely be reduced by better consideration of agricultural production and vegetation development in local forest protection policies, as suggested in Section 3.2. Furthermore, the risk of landslides, which caused much of the local flood-related damage [15,49], has been mapped across the commune [36,79,80], which can support the search for less vulnerable locations of crop land and houses. Finally, the response to severe floods must be improved in Hong Ha, which had not received warnings before the severe floods in 1999 due to poor communication systems. The commune also had to wait for external assistance for seven days after the floods [49]. In contrast, two communes in the lowland of Quang Tri Province received early warnings to evacuate before the floods and instant assistance by the governmental and non-governmental organizations during and after the floods [49].

In addition to the previously mentioned vulnerabilities, the population in Hong Ha is vulnerable to the spread of diseases. Common diseases in Hong Ha Commune include malaria, digestive diseases, asthma, and influenza [14,49]. Floods have caused drops in drinking water quality, leading to stomach disorders in the local population [15]. Hong Ha has a village health center but it possesses limited medical and other support services [14]. Furthermore, poor households tend to rely on traditional
health treatments. Only in times of serious illness, the use of conventional medicine or visits to the health center is considered [14]. Floods have, furthermore, caused livestock diseases [15]. Many animals bought to replace the 11 pigs and 285 poultry lost during the floods in 1999 died of diseases after the floods, which led to failed investments and income losses [15]. The local vulnerability to diseases may be reduced by supporting local medical services with regular health checks by district and provincial health staff, as in Tam Tra Commune of Quang Nam Province [10]. Furthermore, financial support for health treatments and educational seminars on health issues may increase the use of the local health center by poor households, which fear the costs of health treatments [14] and often lack education on health issues [81]. Animal diseases are largely related to flood disasters and may, therefore, be reduced by a better disaster response. In Huong Van Commune of Thua Thien Hue Province, early warnings before floods enabled locals to evacuate pigs and avoid severe damages to their pig production [45].

Hong Ha is also vulnerable to storms and typhoons. Stilt houses and other infrastructure at Parle waterfall, the main tourism attraction in Hong Ha, was partially destroyed by a typhoon in 2017 [57]. Furthermore, storm damage negatively affected the cultivation of rubber and Acacia in 2006 and 2008. Only about half of the local rubber plantations were able to produce latex following storm damage [55]. Acacia trees may break in storm and have to be used as firewood instead of valuable timber wood [55]. For Acacia cultivation, storm damage was named as one of the eight most common problems [32]. To better protect the local infrastructure from storms and typhoons, the traditional architecture in Hong Ha has been studied intensively [82–85]. However, when locals were proposed a more wind-resistant architectural style using bamboo and adobe brick walls, they insisted on sticking to the established traditional architectural style [83], which indicates the need for a continued dialogue between researchers and locals. The storm resistance of plantations can be increased by, for instance, mixing native tree species into monocultures [86], ideally in cooperation with the local population, which is familiar with the properties and potential utilization of such native tree species.

3.7. Time Lags and Legacy Effects

In coupled systems, there are often time lags between policy changes and their effects on socio-ecological dynamics [29,30]. LUDAS-based land use simulations have indicated such time lags for Hong Ha [47]. In a simulated scenario where forest protection was completely removed, the area of agricultural land and average farm size significantly increased only 15 years later [47]. Furthermore, a simulated increase in the enforcement degree of forest protection would lead to differences in the local income distribution only 20 years later [47]. Considering the significant time lag between policy changes and their effect on the local livelihood, future policy changes to improve the situation in Hong Ha Commune should be considered as soon as possible. Similarly, in Chitwan (Nepal), policy changes on forest management led to improvements in the local tiger habitat only 10–15 years later [29,87].

Apart from the LUDAS simulator, knowledge on time lags following policy changes is scarce. Nevertheless, a commonly identified time lag somewhat related to FLA policies is the one between the establishment of forest plantations by locals and the generation of income. In Hong Ha, at least seven years are needed between the planting and harvesting of Acacia trees [33] during which no income is generated. On the contrary, plantation management demands investment of workforce into pruning trees or slashing shrubs from the beginning [33]. In FLA policies, the government recognizes this time lag and provides various loans [32,55]. Nevertheless, unclear land tenure, lack of reliable sales information, weak markets, and damage from floods or storms have contributed to high levels of insecurity during plantation development in Hong Ha [32,55].

Legacy effects, another temporal feature of coupled systems, are effects of past impacts on later conditions [29,30]. The strongest legacy effects in Hong Ha have likely resulted from the Vietnam War, which ended in 1975. The destruction of the commune’s natural forest cover by chemical defoliants and bombs has been affecting the commune landscape ever since [49]. Even before shifting cultivation intensified, deforestation by the war contributed to increases in the severity of landslides and soil
erosion during major floods [49]. The war also helped invasive *Imperata* grasses spread widely across
the commune area, hindering land cultivation and forest regeneration on bare land ever since [49].
More recently, some locals burned forest patches to collect and sell metal fragments from Vietnam War
explosives [32].

Other legacy effects stem from the migration during and after the war. During the war, Kinh (the major ethnicity in Vietnam) families from urban areas fled to rural areas such as Hong Ha Commune to avoid conflicts [32]. After the war, households of ethnic minorities were resettled from other areas of the province’s highland to the commune [15,48,55]. This past migration is likely to still contribute to the commune’s demographics today. In 2009, from a total of 309 households of Hong Ha, 44% of households were Katu, 48% Ta Oi, 8% Kinh, and one household was Bru-Van Kieu [83]. Between different ethnic minorities, land use practices differ [31]. Furthermore, Kinh people are more likely to be involved in service-related occupations and enjoy advantages in the production and sale of Acacia trees, as shown in Section 3.4. Past migration, therefore, affects the land use and socioeconomic situation in the commune today.

3.8. Summary

All complexity features of socio-ecological dynamics proposed by the CHANS framework were
identified in Hong Ha Commune (Table 1). As hypothesized, the outcomes of national FLA policies
in the local context were more complex and varied than suggested by simple, nationally applied
indicators such as forest cover and poverty rate. For instance, FLA policies had detrimental effects
on the commune such as a reinforced positive feedback loop between flood damage, food insecurity,
and illegal forest use (Section 3.1), which likely contributed to a drop in forest quality (Section 3.3).
Furthermore, there were important issues such as the disadvantages for ethnic minorities in
Acacia cultivation (Section 3.4) and the increasing telecoupling of the livelihood in Hong Ha Commune to
distant systems through tourism (Section 3.5) which have not been addressed in government policies.
However, not all complexity features of socio-ecological dynamics have been studied equally well.
While concepts such as heterogeneity (Section 3.4) and vulnerability (Section 3.6) have frequently been
addressed in the reviewed literature, quantitative analyses of non-linear relationships, thresholds
(Section 3.2), and time lags (Section 3.7) are largely limited to the work surrounding the LUDAS
simulator [47]. One reason for the scarcity in quantitative analyses may be the requirement of large
amounts of field data from local forest ecosystems to analyze and model dynamics in the natural
subsystem of Hong Ha. To better understand all components and dynamics of the coupled human and
natural system in Hong Ha, there is, hence, a need for more studies that collect and analyze data on
ecological dynamics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity Feature</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reciprocal interactions and feedback loops</strong> (Section 3.1)</td>
<td>(Positive feedback loop) Forest use → Forest degradation → Increased flood damage to agricultural land → Increased forest use; (Negative feedback loop) Forest use → Forest degradation → Increased flood damage to agricultural land → Alternative income generation from tourism → Decreased forest use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-linearity and thresholds</strong> (Section 3.2)</td>
<td>(Non-linearity) Smaller response of crop yield with larger agrochemical input; Strong initial decrease in crop yield on hillside land; Long-term increase of crop yield on fruit tree land; (Thresholds) Labor constraints prevent illegal forest use &gt;2 km from settlement; Forest regeneration only within 20–30 m from natural forest edge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity Feature</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surprises</strong> (Section 3.3)</td>
<td>Decrease in forest quality after introducing strict forest protection policies; Decrease in household size despite lower resource efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heterogeneity</strong> (Section 3.4)</td>
<td>(Spatial) Crop yield variation by slope gradient; Impact of governmental development projects; (Temporal) Shift of main income source from agriculture over <em>Acacia</em> cultivation to tourism; (Across population) Service-related income of Kinh; Advantages of Kinh in <em>Acacia</em> sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telecoupling</strong> (Section 3.5)</td>
<td>Coupling of highland water runoff to lowland floods; Influxes of income and visitors through ecotourism; Dependency on timber markets through <em>Acacia</em> cultivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vulnerability</strong> (Section 3.6)</td>
<td>Vulnerabilities to flood damage, invasive <em>Imperata</em> grasses, diseases, and storms/typhoons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time lags and legacy effects</strong> (Section 3.7)</td>
<td>(Time lags) 15 years between suspending forest protection policy and increases in agricultural land/farm size; 20 years between change in forest protection policy and difference in income distribution; Seven years between <em>Acacia</em> planting and generation of income; (Legacy effects) Effects of Vietnam War and migration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In Vietnam, an increasing national forest cover and a decreasing national poverty rate indicated that national FLA and poverty alleviation policies had effectively supported forest restoration and improved livelihood across the country. Our comprehensive analysis of socio-ecological dynamics in Hong Ha Commune, however, indicates that policy outcomes in the local context were more complex and varied. While the local scale of this study limits the ability to make exhaustive policy recommendations, our findings may still provide insightful lessons on how national policies may be improved within and beyond commune borders. Indeed, similar policy outcomes had been found in other Vietnamese highland communes, such as feedbacks between forest degradation, flood-related damages, and food insecurity [23]; an impact of landscape heterogeneity on land use decisions [20,25]; or a coupling of livelihood to wood and agricultural markets [10,20,25].

For more effective support of forest protection and restoration, firstly, FLA policies need to involve local commune members, in particular ethnic minorities, into the development and local implementation of policies. Such involvement may include the specification of forest protection zones, the development of strategies for crop cultivation, and the protection of plantations from storms. Governmental decision-making would likely profit from the significant amount of traditional knowledge on local land use held by ethnic minority farmers. At the same time, a greater involvement of locals into land use decisions and better consideration of their livelihood concerns would likely increase the local acceptance of forest protection measures and take off pressure from natural forest ecosystems through illegal logging. Secondly, national policies need to actively reduce disadvantages and vulnerabilities across all population groups. In Hong Ha, ethnic minority members were disadvantaged in plantation forestry, poor households had a higher vulnerability to floods and diseases, and some villages were disproportionately impacted by the development of hydropower plants. Such disadvantages need to be sufficiently addressed in policies by clear and fair regulation of land borders, land allocation procedures, and, potentially, wood prices; by financial health support and better health education; and by consideration of livelihood impacts and their full compensation in governmental development projects. Finally, the potential of scientific tools to support and improve local land use needs to be realized. For instance, remote sensing can support the monitoring of forest use in extensive communal
forest lands or the creation of hazard maps; land use simulators can visualize the outcomes of land use decisions to support the dialogue on land use strategies between local farmers and government agencies; and scientific frameworks can complement indicators such as forest cover and poverty rates in the evaluation of policy outcomes. The above measures would likely help to make communes and government agencies partners rather than conflicting parties in the effort to protect and restore communal forests, in line with the main rationale of the FLA policies, to encourage local households to actively safeguard and manage their forests.
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